
FIRTHER THINGS: WARDENS OF TROLLSKULL– SEASON 1 RECAPS 
 

Episode 1: Four out-of-town strangers—Sheena (female half-orc), Riff (male dwarf cleric), 
Elben (male elf paladin) and Sirc (male asimaar wizard)—answered an ad to embark on a 
possibly dangerous mission and convened outside the Yawning Portal Tavern in Waterdeep’s 
Castle Ward. Without a word, one-by-one they entered the tavern save the asimaar, who 
appeared overwhelmed by the sights and sounds of the city and was very unsure how to act. 
 
Inside, the three adventurers took in the raucous environs of the eclectically populated 
establishment, and made their way to the same general area near the bar. Riff took it upon 
himself to ask the bartender, Durnan, about who may have run the ad and was directed to a 
man named Volothamp Geddarm, a rather eccentric-looking human seated alone and enjoying 
a drink. Riff joined the others at a table and vague pleasantries were exchanged, with Elben 
giving the impression that present company was a little below his pay grade.  
 
Meanwhile, outside, Sirc was approached by three human youths who offered to involve him in 
a lizard race for 4 gold. Rather naively, he agreed and was subsequently robbed as the kids 
went off running into the large crowd. Thinking they meant for him to follow them, he gave chase 
but was unable to catch up, forcing him to return to the tavern. Soon after, Elben retrieved him 
and all four gathered for a few sips and an audience with Volo.  
 
Before they could, however, a fight broke out between another female half-orc and five tattooed 
thugs. The crowd was thick, making it difficult to see the action and Sheena was nearly pushed 
into the portal. Hoping to drive the combatants to distraction, Sirc cast light above them and the 
effect both diffused the conflict and drew Durnan, who sent the thugs fleeing, leaving the 
half-orc injured on the floor. Sheena made some effort to 
comfort “Ygritte” before returning to her compatriots and 
meeting with Volo. The self-described celebrity told them they 
were to seek the whereabouts of his friend Floon, who he’d 
last seen at The Skewered Tavern a few nights ago. If they 
were successful, they would each receive 100 gold to add to 
the 10 gold they were to be given up front. Elben reluctantly 
agreed for the group, and they recruited Ygritte—who they 
learned was a member of the Zhentarim and had been fighting 
members of rival gang the Xanathar Guild—to escort them to 
the Zhent-owned Skewered Tavern. 
 
Before they could depart, screams ripped into the air as five 
small fiends climbed out of the portal and attacked the 
remaining patrons, clawing and scattering them. The party 
jumped into action with the help of Ygritte as Durnan looked 
on and Volo made his escape. The fiends were fearless but no 
match, however they turned out to only be appetizers for the 



main course as a grinning cambion flew out of the portal, 
hovering above one of the tables. Early attacks on him 
were futile, as he was able to dodge and duck weapon 
and spell alike. He gleefully retaliated by charming 
members of the party and turning them on each other, 
which more than complicated things. But the party 
persevered, and with the help of Durning and Ygritte the 
cambion was at last defeated, leaving behind a demonic 
ooze that was scorched to ash. 
 
En route to the tavern, they stopped in a curiosity shop 
called The Old Xoblob Shop. They were greeted by the 
deep gnome hippie proprietor and had a look around. Not 
much interested them except a warm piece of obsidian 
that Elben tried to buy on the cheap, a small box that held 
a double-headed worm that was innocently pocketed by 

Sirc, and a nondescript metal container that held some sort of liquid but had no opening of any 
kind that Riff eventually bought for 1 gold. They left, and Ygritte led them to the Skewered 
Tavern where they learned that Floon was gambling and getting drunk with a young noble 
named Renear Neverember and that when they left five Xanathar Guild members followed them 
out. Deciding to take a short rest before heading to the warehouse, Elben attempted to chat up 
a couple of local ladies resulting in immediate regret and the group continued on into the dark 
and dangerous Dock Ward. As late afternoon approached, Ygritte brought them to an 
everburning candle lamplight and Sirc spotted a warehouse marked by the black winged snake 
symbol they’d learned represented the Zhentarim’s black network. At that point, Ygritte took her 
leave, thinking it unwise to be seen by her faction with a group of strangers. 
 
The party entered the fenced in area and, seeing little recourse, kicked their way through the 
front door. Upon entering they saw a number of crates, some old ruffian gear, and the corpses 
of at least a dozen men belonging to both the Zhents and the Guild, identified by their tattoos. 
Hoping to find Floon, they decided to explore further up a set of stairs and were ambushed by 
four Kenku. The battle was bloody – and costly. Before the Kenku could be vanquished, three 
members were knocked unconscious and one—the high elf Elben—was killed. Riff the cleric 
was revived via a healing potion found on Elben’s body and he decided to take a chance by 
opening his container of mysterious liquid to see if, by some miracle, it could help. The liquid 
glowed a deep, crystalline blue with silver shards and had a gelatinous consistency, prompting 
Riff to apply it like a salve to Elben’s wounds. Immediately, the wounds began to heal and within 
minutes Elben regained consciousness.  
 
Despite his not feeling particularly well, Elben was back to his old miserable self (for better or 
worse) and they searched some upstairs offices. There was little of value although Sheena did 
manage to find an origami paper bird and chose to keep it. Realizing they were probably too 
weak to venture in further, the party decided to hole up for the night and rest, finding a little 



empty shack to do so. Through the night they took turns watching, with people noises, animal 
noises and the sounds of the docks surrounding them. When it was Elben’s turn to watch, he 
did so alone. Over the next four hours he began to feel strange – almost as if being alone, cold 
and in the dark was more comfortable than the idea of re-entering the world of daylight and 
warmth. The feelings eventually subsided and once the morning sun lit the alleys of the Dock 
Ward, they took leave and returned to the warehouse.  
 
The party found the sprawling structure once again empty if 
perhaps slightly disurbed by visitors in the night, and after 
searching another section they came upon a hidden storage 
area. Entering it, they managed to uncover the shaking body 
of Renear Neverember, son of exiled noble Lord Dagult 
Neverember. He had been drinking with Floon and decided to 
walk him home when they were attacked and kidnapped, 
evidently by the Zhentarim. Then, at the warehouse, another 
attack occurred, presumably by the Xanathar Guild. He ran 
and hid, and overheard an interrogation of Floon by the Guild 
who likely took him away in a case of mistaken identity. 
They’d been asking about the Stone of Golorr, which 
apparently holds great value in finding a trove of gold 
rumored to have been embezzled and then hidden by his 
estranged father. He couldn’t tell them anything else, but he 
did offer that, if they wanted to locate where the Guild may 
have taken Floon, they should follow the yellow marks that resembled a wheel and spokes and 
they’d do well to check the sewers. 
 
The party began looking at the water’s edge behind the warehouse where they saw small flocks 
of birds dipping into specific areas at the water’s edge. After investigating, they discovered that 
the birds were feeding on small bait fish that had been feeding on bits of sewage spilling out 
from a large sewer pipe. At that, they dropped into the foot-high sludge and entered the pipe, 
walking several hundred feet until arriving at a hub that led alternatively north and south, and 
which also appeared to have two arrow slits in its rounded walls. They stealthed by and headed 
north, occasionally inspecting manholes to the surface before deciding to reverse their path. 
Eventually, they saw one of the yellow marks on a wall near a series of seams that resembled 
the shape of a door. Riff used his rock cunning to manuever the door into opening, and the party 
entered a secret area. After investigating a rustic armory room, they headed down a hall to 
another open area. There, they found a lone goblin with an arrow notched in his shortbow. They 
interrogated him but as usual, he knew little but that his job was to guard the hub – something 
that he clearly wasn’t qualified to do. With no use for him, Sheena lifted him into the air and 
squeezed the life out of him and the party sneaked away.  
 
Moments later, they came upon another room. Riff attempted to sneak inside but instead alerted 
a duergar and a human bandit who had been trying to barricade one of two doors. Listening in 



and realizing the jig was up, Sheena charged in and made an attempt at talking things out. 
Neither were open to negotiating, and it was on. Blows where exchanged, and while the duergar 
gave them a tough fight, both enemies were soon vanquished. The party then decided to 
investigate what was behind both doors. One door was a privy that had been overtaken by a 
grey ooze who had already taken the lives of two goblins. It’s pathway cleared, it began to ooze 
in the party’s direction as they looked behind the other door into another hall. They attacked the 
ooze a few times before deciding to get clear before it closed enough distance to attack and 
closed the door behind them.  
 
Working their way along the hall they heard the pleading cries of a man and came upon a room 
at the top of a staircase. There they saw a male half-orc with is foot on a male human who they 
assumed had to be Floon. On a platform at the rear of the room seated on a stone chair was a 
mind flayer holding an intellect devourer as if it were a pet. The party charged in, and traded 

blows with the half orc while trying to avoid having their 
brains devoured by the tiny brain monster. Nearly all were 
felled again as the mind flayer managed to charm Sheena 
before escaping through a set of double doors. She laid into 
her compatriots as the devourer clawed and challenged their 
resistance to its psychic attacks. With hardly a hit point to 
spare, Sheena was able to shake the charm and smash the 
devourer. At this point it was touch and go for the 
unconscious members who fought death right to the end and 
only just managed to come through. 
 
Fearlessly, they passed through the double doors to find no 
mind flayer but instead a stone pillar with a Xanathar Guild 
carving, holding a stone eye. On the wall was a shimmering 
magical portal. Removing the eye closed the portal, and the 
party decided to catch their breath as they pondered their 
next move.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Episode 2: After our ferocious four collected themselves in the sewer room where they spent 
some time discussing the portal and how they wished to at some point enter it, they decided to 
take a fully healed Floon back to the Yawning Portal to collect payment, retracing their steps 



and dodging a little feasting grey ooze along the way. Safely at the surface, they couriered their 
loot through the Dock Ward as Friday evening kicked off and soon found themselves inside the 
busy tavern. After a round of free drinks, they spotted Volo seated with Renear and made their 

way over. A heartwarming reunion ensued, as Volo, 
Renear and Floon embraced in friendship. 
 
As they began renegotiating their deal during which Volo 
offered them a deed to a manor tavern, Riff and Elben 
discovered that someone had made off with their drinks. 
Looking around they spotted a fairly self-satisfied high-elf 
enjoying a double-fisted libation session. Riff and Elben 
confronted him and somehow came to believe they were 
mistaken, causing them to return to the negotiations 
empty-handed. There, Volo worked them hard and got 
them to cough up some transfer-of-ownership gold but 
they were still a little short. At that point, the high-elf who 
had clearly taken the drinks arrived at the table and 
offered to make up the difference as an investment. 
 

The foursome now a fivesome with the addition of “Coffee Black”, all were led by Renear to their 
new place of business in the wealthy North Ward. Trollskull Manor turned out to be a large 
building in dire need of renovation, but the group began to warm to the idea of fixing it up and 
after hiring Renear for 3 silver a day to handle the contracting, guild paying and other 
administrative responsibilities, they decided to do a little exploring 
with Elben heading down to the basement. There, he “smelled” 
something strange that caused him to flash through images of 
recent dark events before returning and telling Sheena of his 
experience. The half-orc made her way down and discovered a 
plastered-over vent in the base of one of the walls. Riff joined her 
and ascertained that the vent led to a well-built stone “passage” 
but getting into it would take a lot of work. Once again convened 
in the main bar area, the group was visited by a strange man who 
looked around, hrrumphed a few times, and told them he owned a 
real tavern down the street before storming out. 
 
The group then decided to see about a loan from Istrid Horn, a 
female dwarf loan shark with operations located in the Dock 
Ward. After making a deal that would only cost them 5 gold per 
tenday over a year for a 1,500 gold loan, they headed back to the nearby Zhent warehouse to 
see if there was anything more to find. Managing to break into the now chained courtyard gate 
they attempted likewise for entry into the warehouse through a blacked-out window. Smashing 
the glass revealed a series of thick boards and also drew the attention of an angry owl bear. 
The party braced themselves for an attack and once the beast appeared, they struck hard and 



fast. Dealing out only a few bites and slashes, the owlbear fell under the powerful melee 
weapons and magic missiles of the party. Elben then cut out a few of its claws to use as jewelry 
and joined the others in hacking their way into the warehouse. 
 
Inside, they found the place stripped clean by the City Guard but still made their way to the 
bayside end to hopefully find something the Guard may have missed. Their instincts proved 
sharp as the elves spotted a secret door in a dark corner which was opened by the stone 
cunning of Riff. Inside they found two crates full of paintings and silver bars, all of which were 
hustled back to the Manor before nightfall (after a short stop at the Xoblob Shop where Elben 
picked up the Dieolon/Spook Stone he had inquired about the day before). With the bars 
secured in the basement, they chose to rest for the night as the festivities in the neighborhood 
wound down, with Renear heading out to procure food and Coffee taking first watch.  
 
All was peaceful as rain began to fall. Then Coffee saw a glass behind the bar topple off a shelf, 
seemingly on its own. He went to investigate and noticed a 
smiley face drawn into the dust on some glass storage 
containers. He started to explore and turned to see an arrow 
being drawn by an invisible finger on a dusty mirror, followed by a 
knock from behind the wall. He continued to follow the clues until 
finally ending up in the kitchen where he saw one of the cabinet 
doors ajar. Looking inside, he found a full wine sack bearing the 
calligraphed initials “RN”. Assuming it to belong to Renear 
Neverember, he waited until the prince returned to ask him about 
it. Renear responded that it was a small sentimental souvenir of his former life in Castle 
Waterdeep and seemed surprised it had been found. 
 
Elben replaced coffee on watch and used some broken furniture to start a fire. Nearby, Renear 
lie quietly near Floon who had been sleeping off a load since they first arrived. Nothing of note 
transpired over the course of the next few hours as the rain began to fade and dawn 
approached. Suddenly, a whooosh-BANG whooosh-BANG was heard along with two flashes of 
light cutting through the early twilight. Now awake, the party left Renear and Floon and headed 
into the street to investigate before the City Watch showed up. A few properties away they came 
upon a large scorched area filled with the broken and charred remains of 11 humanoid 
creatures. They closed in as other neighbors began to mill about and Elben separated a deep 
gnome from its sack of gems and failed to remove anything from two leather-clad corpses both 
armed with long swords. The Guard finally arrived and one of two officials questioned them, but 
they were able to successfully acquit themselves of having seen anything – including a large 
necklace that had been found nearby made of large, glittering baubles.  
 
Making careful haste, they returned to the Manor as the griffon cavalry descended and secured 
the area. Behind them trailed an elderly woman and man who seemed in shock and in search of 
comfort and shelter. The couple sat at one of the tables and told the party what they had 
witnessed after the explosion: a cloaked and badly burned man removing something from a 



dead gnome before limping away, and a puppet-like man on a roof who had thrown something 
into the crowd before running off. Sensing they were perhaps somehow intruding on the 
property, the couple thanked the group for their moment of respite and departed. Soon after, 
Elben returned to the crime scene and became irresistibly drawn to the corpse of the gnome. He 
approached, placed his hand on it and was suddenly overtaken by visions of the last few 
minutes of the gnome’s life where he saw it carrying a stone, being attacked by the two leather 
clad men, launching into the air after an explosion, landing hard onto the street, having the 
stone wrested from its grasp by a cloaked man, and then seeing a puppet-like figure running 
along some rooftops before its vision went black.  
 
After rejoining the party, all decided to head to the strange man’s tavern to avoid the City Guard 
and see if anyone knew anything about what went down – including seeing a “puppet man”. 
They found the place somewhat busy with townsfolk nervously nursing beverages, and grabbed 
some brews from the owner, Emmak Frewn, with Coffee managing once again to sneak one for 
himself free of charge. Scanning the room for anyone looking like a puppet they sipped absently 
and Elben found himself in a manic conversation with an excited 12 year-old. The boy told the 
elf he’d found a large necklace that had been dumped inside a water barrel but the Watch had 
taken it away from him and then shooed him away before he could tell them about a puppet 
man he saw on the rooftops. He goes on to say that such figures are often used for events like 
the Day of Wonders parade that was scheduled for sometime that weekend. Elben sensed the 

kid wanted to hang out so he invited him along, bringing him to the 
Manor and ordering Renear to put him to work for a few copper a day.  
 
Deciding to follow the parade lead for more information about the 
puppet man, the party headed for the Temple of Gond, referred to them 
by Renear as manufacturers of similar sophisticated novelties. They 
made their way north to the Sea Ward, passing the huge Sahuagin 
Humbled statue and as they approached the Temple they spotted a 
silhouetted figure on the roof that let fly an animatronic bird which hit 
Riff square in the face. Inside, they approached a couple of 
Waterdhavians who were among those observing the marvels on 
display and inquired about the temple’s curator. They were directed to a 
regal looking dragonborn woman named Valetta who escorted them 
upstairs to interrogate a nimblewright in her charge. It quickly became 
clear that it was the nimblewright who had activated the bird that hit Riff, 
and that another nimblewright of its creation—one wearing a top 
hat—may have escaped and been responsible for the explosion. For 
the purposes of searching for it, the group was given a “nimblewright 
detector” that, when operated, could detect the presence of a 
nimblewright within 500 feet. 

 
The group left to do a cursory search of the North Ward where they had last seen the top-hatted 
puppet man but the detector failed to respond. At that point, they decided to return to the sewers 



once more to enter the portal that had been the escape route of the mindflayer they had faced 
when defending Floon. They made their way back to the room, discovering along the way that 
the grey ooze had gone after finishing its meal. Once in the chamber with the small platform 
bearing the circle with equidistant spokes, they placed the stone key onto the lidless eye and 
the portal appeared. Sheena entered first, with the remainder of the party following her. On the 
other side they found themselves in a tight passageway that branched out in several directions, 
including one with a long hall that led to an eerie blue light. Coffee and Elben elected to 
investigate, and crept to the entrance of a large, circular chamber holding an enormous 
beholder orating in some strange language. In their attempts to retreat, they made noise and the 
beholder locked its hungry eye on them.  
 
Sprinting back almost all the way to their colleagues, they 
chose the left option of two opposite routes to duck away 
as the others remained exposed in the center. A battle of 
sorts ensued, resulting in Sheena becoming paralyzed, 
Riff become charmed, and Sirc becoming slowed. The 
party struggled to regain control of the situation and 
themselves, with Elben seeking escape through a rear 
passage that to his dismay led to another chamber filled 
with flesh-eating sahuagin. With seemingly nowhere to 
run, Coffee took his chances with the right-sided option 
and disappeared into a short hall and down a staircase as 
the beholder closed in, looking delighted with the 
opportunity to toy with the tiny intruders. Luckily, 
Elben—initially failing to lift Sheena to carry her to safety—managed to injure Riff just enough 
for him to snap out of his charmed state and throw Sheena over his broad shoulders. With 
painful deliberation, the party finally made it into the hall where they’d last seen Coffee and 
discovered the same staircase. With only inches to spare, they fled down the twisting stairs to 
find the portal – but no Coffee. The beholder on their heels, all leapt into the shimmering 
doorway and fell back into the sewer chamber where Coffee was waiting for them.  
 
With no time to address what had happened and unsure of their safety, the stone key was 
quickly removed and the party froze as they stared at the portal, counting down the remaining 
seconds before it closed. With only seconds to spare, three sahuagin emerged and another 
battle began just as Sheena and Sirc’s spell conditions timed out. The party made quick work of 
their fishy foes and rested before heading up a staircase that led to a small chamber full of 
simple provisions with a trap door in the ceiling. After a failed attempt to reach the trap door that 
basically saw Sheena throw Riff back onto her, Coffee managed to make it up and through, 
lowering a rope for the rest. He then crept forward down a hallway towards a lit chamber where 
he could hear beastial utterances and teeth gnashing and spotted a group of wererates feasting 
on an unlucky denizen of Waterdeep. Recharged, the party sprung into action and after 
something of a tactically challenging showdown, eventually dispatched the hideous creatures 
and exited back onto the street. 



 
The party hurried back to the Manor as night fell and upon arriving were told by Renear that a 
building inspector was present and ranting about a rat infestation. Speaking with him they 
learned that someone had drilled holes into the Manor, possibly to let the rats inside, and that it 
would cost the group 50 gold in fines and another 50 in a tenday if the matter wasn’t rectified. 
When asked about the boy, Renear said he hadn’t seen him in some time after giving him some 
odd jobs. Immediately, the group became convinced that Emmek Frewn had hired the boy to 
perform sabotage on their property and they set off to confront him.  
 
Arriving at Emmek’s tavern they saw it booming with business and made their way inside. Three 
barmaids were slinging ales behind the bar but Emmek couldn’t be found, nor could they 
convince the barmaids to tell them where he’d gone. Riff and Sirc decided to investigate outside 
and as they approached the rear they saw Emmek running from the building and hopping a tall 
fence. All attempts to pursue him, including scaling, smashing, and magic missile-ing the fence 
failed, but they did succeed in generating disturbance complaints from neighboring nobility who 
proceeded to alert the City Watch.  
 
Inside, Sheena got caught up in the revelry and entered a drinking contest which she won, and 
Coffee began chatting up a few female humanoids. Elben went outside to see what had 
happened to the other two and quickly became a person of interest by the arriving City Watch 

who started interrogating him. Soon, he was joined 
by Riff and Sirc and all three were ordered to stay 
put for questioning. Inside, Sheena got her wits 
about her just enough to spot the trouble outside 
and started a brawl to perhaps draw the attention of 
the Watch. Realizing she may need to intervene, 
she stepped outside and convinced only three of the 
four Watchman to enter the tavern, with the fourth 
remaining outside to keep an eye on the suspicious 
trio. Desperate now, she and the three made a 
break for it back inside the tavern to hopefully get 

lost in the melee. Unfortunately, only Sheena managed to force her way in with the others 
becoming restrained by additional Watch arriving on the scene who informed Elben, Riff and 
Sirc that they were under arrest. 
 
Safely inside, Sheena discovered the brawl beginning to wane, with the tired, wounded and 
drunk falling about among the rubble. Scanning the room for Coffee, she at last saw him 
unmussed and away from the action, stealthily removing an untouched ale from one of the 
tables and taking a swig. 
Episode 3: Three of our mighty heroes—Elben, Sirhc and Riff—find themselves awakened in a 
jail cell after the debacle at Frewn’s Brews and are brought before Open Lord Anell Eoswoth 
who chides them for their behavior, reminds them they are now denizens of the highly respected 
North Ward, and fines them 150 gp for disturbing the peace, property damage, and misuse of 



magic. Because they are friends of Volo she dismisses the resisting arrest charge but warns 
them that Trollskull Manor will be watched closely going forward. 
 
Meanwhile, back at the Manor, the house poltergeist directs Sheena and Coffee’s attention to 
the plastered-over tunnel in the basement. When Riff returns, they ask him to open it back up 
and he does so, revealing a secret passage to an unknown destination. Once established, the 
group pressure Renear about opening their business and he attempts to reassure them about 
the inn’s progress. His repeated attempts to tout his drink and food specials are returned with 
the usual hostility, but he maintains his positive spirit despite their consternation.  

 
Renear goes on to tell them that the gnome Elben examined after the 
fireball was someone his father trusted to watch over him. Also, the 
man he described in his vision was likely the Zhent operative Urstul 
Floxin. It’s decided then that the party should split, with a disguised 
Coffee and a nervous Renear headed to Frewn’s bar to see if they can 
shake down the kid they believe sabotaged their establishment while 
the other four...do something, I don’t remember! 
 
At Frewn’s Brews, Coffee spots the boy and manages to bait him with 
coins and apprehend him. Rather than interrogate him on the spot, 
Coffee bashes his head against the side of the bar and carries his 
unconscious body back to the Manor without drawing suspicion. 
There, he is brought to the basement where Riff cast Zone of Truth on 
him. He confesses to drilling the holes and baiting them for rats at the 
direction of Emmek Frewn and after debating about what to do with 
him, the group decides to pay him 5 gp for his silence. 
 

Satisfied for now, they head out to find Urstul Floxin, who they believe is staying at a place 
called Gralhund Villa in the ritzy Sea Ward. After several attempts to pick the lock at the front 
gate, they decide not to try and enter the grounds and instead ask around to see if anyone can 
tell them where to find him. Little comes of it, so they make a plan to return and instead 
investigate the secret passage in the basement. 
 
Breaking through the plaster, the party enter a short, narrow passageway, following it for several 
miles until finding themselves in a small chamber with what appears to be some kind of sealed 
door. Careful investigation leads to the discovery of rune markings on both the door and on the 
landing across from it. A little trial and error involving pressing the runes in different 
combinations eventually releases the arcane lock illusion to reveal a tarp curtain. Behind it, the 
party discover a large reservoir in an enormous cavern and a small dinghy.  
The party climb into the dinghy and row forward until coming upon an intimidating island 
fortress. They dock the boat and explore, noticing a large gate that apparently leads to some 
kind of underground city. Continuing their lap around the island they spot a group of duergar 
resting outside some barracks. Riff decides to approach them and is relieved of ten silver for the 



honor of their telling him where the gate leads. After a bit of bullying, he backs away and joins 
the group in trying to lift the gate but they notice that a chain is missing that would allow them to 
hoist it safely. The duergar creep up behind 
them and show them the chain, instigating a 
battle that sees the group bloodied but 
victorious.  
 
They open the gate and proceed across a 
short bridge to the city’s mostly abandoned 
marketplace, stopping first at a zombie outlet 
run by an old sea hag. Deciding against 
purchasing an undead companion, they make 
their way to a pawn shop run by an energetic 
halfling girl and pay 50 gp for two immovable 
rods. Sheena also purchases a sphere full of moving green goop, Riff picks up a piece of paper 
currency with a dragonborn head on it and Coffee considers improving his posture with a silver 
circlet but decides to leave it be. Still interested in finding more info about Urstul Floxin, they 
drop by a nearby distillery and inquire about him, learning that he once was a customer and that 
he may have been involved in smuggling ale to the Manor with perhaps some slave trading as 
part of the deal. The party stow away the information and head back. 

 
Upon returning to the Manor they find Renear and Floon cooking up 
some menu recipes and Coffee slaps the prince out of general 
contempt. It’s decided that they will rest before heading back to 
Gralhund Villa and in the night, Riff is awakened by the poltergeist, 
awakens Renear and stops by a freshly tranced Elben to have them 
join him in following it. They’re led up to the turret room where they see 
many items have been stored during the clearing of the property. 
They’re encouraged by the ghost to investigate and find a portrait of a 
smiling man named Gauwill Spethey, who they learn through a series 
of yes and no questions was responsible for killing the poltergeist.  
 
The next morning, Renear serves the group a hearty breakfast of 
leftover porridge and frog skewers, and they set out for the hour walks 

to Gralhund Villa. Once there, they use the immovable rods to climb into the property (with some 
difficulty) but manage to easily penetrate the villa through an exterior kitchen entrance. Once 
inside the find many dead bodies and hear fighting coming from the upper floor. Pressing 
further, they soon find themselves engaged in a battle with a couple of Zhents, managing to 
dispatch them without too much trouble. Afterward, they head upstairs and join the fight against 
more Zhent assassins alongside the Gralhund livery who appear to be guarding a woman in one 
of the master bedrooms. The party jump into action, careful to strike at the Zhents without 
harming their ad hoc allies. 
 



As the battle rages, Sheena hears a door being kicked in and follows the sound to a second 
master bedroom where Urstul Floxin is trying to intimidate an older gentleman hiding behind a 
bed. She attacks him and after a close call with his poison short sword she—and her 
compatriots–all manage to defeat the Zhent contingent. They then turn their attention to Lady 
Gralhund being protected by her half-orc and demand she tell them where the Stone of Golorr 
is. Casting hold person on her guard and zone of truth on her, they learn she gave it to her 
nimblewright to take to the Casselanter mausoleum for pick up–the same nimblewright that 
threw the fireballs in the North Ward attack. Interrogating her husband also revealed that they 
have been bankrolling the Zhents in hopes to obtain the stone but attacked Urstul as he 
attempted to steal it from the gnome when they felt he couldn’t be trusted. The attack in their 
villa had been his revenge.  
 
Unable to get more information out of Lady Gralhund and upon hearing the City Guard entering 
the property, the group sneak back out under protective cover of the livery and continue their 
search, heading directly for the City of the Dead in hopes of catching the nimblewright and 
acquiring the stone. When they arrive, they use the nimblewright detector to locate the puppet 
man who is nearly out of energy. He confirms that the stone is in the mausoleum and they leave 
him to retrieve it. When they get to the correct resting place they find three bodies on the 
ground, with two of them dead. The other—an unconscious female cultist who they bring 
around— says they were attacked by two of their own—apparently ordered by Asmodeus cult 
leader, Lord Casselanter, to clean up loose ends—and that it’s likely their attackers were 
headed to an old converted windmill in the South Ward. The party leaves her to cry over her 
dead partner and return to grab the nimblewright. 
 
Recalling that Valetta—the dragonborn priest at the 
House of Inspired Hands—promised them an award if 
they returned the nimblewright to her so it couldn’t do 
any further damage, the party decide to drop it off 
before heading to the windmill. With the delivery 
complete, they are given 50 pl and a Box of Barking as 
a reward and they head to the South Ward windmill. 
 
After securing the entrance with an immovable rod, 
they work their way past a few squatters to the second 
level where Elben accidentally collapses through a 
floor. Returning mostly unscathed, he and the others barge into a renovated room to see the 
two cultists about to hand over the Stone of Golorr to one of three spined devils. The group 
attacks, with Sheena leaping through the window after the closest devil and knocking it prone. 
While they’re down, the stone is grabbed by one of the two remaining devils and they take flight. 
A fight ensues inside the room and Sheena gives chase over the rooftops as the devils try to 
make off with the stone. Just as she gets close to them, she slips on some boards bridging a 
gap in the alley and nearly falls to the ground, allowing them to get away. 
 



She returns to the group who had left one cultist alive for questioning, and after interrogating 
and beheading the paralyzed spined devil she had tackled, the group decides to take a breather 
and prepare their questions for the unconscious cultist.  
 
 
Episode 4/5: The cultist was incapacitated and carried back to The Manor basement for 
questioning where the only thing he revealed was that he wasn’t revealing shit – despite being 
tortured and partially dismembered. He was then cut up and the pieces of his body were left to a 
squeamish Ranear for disposal. 
 
Unsure of their next move, they focused on their business that, somewhat ironically, was 
beginning to come together. Two female servers were hired – a young blonde halfling named 
Brix Wyne and a slightly older moon elf named Ilian Savé – and a four-piece band that had 
advertised their services just outside the establishment was also brought into the fold. Elben 
named them Aryn and The Vagrants and their music filled the small but now tidy front room of 
the tavern/inn as did the savory smells of Floon’s surprisingly impressive cooking skills.  
 
Later in the evening, the group was visited by Barnibus Blastwind and Seth Crowley of the 
Watchful Order of Magists and presented with a deal: investigate the Isle of Snowdown to learn 
what happened to their now deceased undercover agent Sarejo and they would work to 
cultivate a more generous understanding of the inn’s heretofore disruptive growing pains, so to 
speak. The task also brought with it a promise of treasure that they would be permitted to keep, 
in hopes the extra money would see The Manor flourish more quickly and with less need to step 
outside legal bounds. The party accepted, with four of its members selected to sail to the 
mysterious isle owned by Awmian vampire Erliza Dirressen to meet with Demonique La Carte 
and embark on a most peculiar treasure hunt through her castle. Coffee, well into his cups at 
this point, was chosen to remain behind and help Ranear and Floon look after the inn. 
 
The party arrived at the docks to see their modest, three-mast ship awaiting them. They 
boarded and sailed into calm water that eventually would become larger swells liberating Elben 
of his stomach contents. Nonetheless, they made it to shore without further issue and boarded 
the carriage that would take them to the top of one of the isle’s largest snow-capped mountains 
where the infamous Castle de la Carte could be found. They arrived safely and were led by a 
distinguished human gentleman into an opulent dining room and served a large meal by the 
man’s wife, son and daughter. After the meal was finished, Demonique entered the room and 
laid out the rules: they had eight hours, each marked by the chime of a large clock, to clear the 
three floors of her castle of anything they desired to keep. If they died, their corpses would be 
taken for future sustenance. All survivors would be allowed to leave with whatever they could 
carry. 
 
The hunt was both bloody and bountiful. The party faced all manner of creatures: crawling 
claws, horrible hags, waltzing zombies, terrifying ghosts, sensual were-monsters, flying 
arachnids, hellish conflagarations and swarms of spiders large and small. They also made their 



way down to a crypt where the Foss family and Demonique lay resting and barely escaped with 
their lives. Due to their intrusion, they were asked to perform a favor involving killing each of the 
Fosses in hopes that they would return to life as the humans they once were. With help from 
one of Riff’s cleric spells, each member of the family was revived and the party were permitted 
to leave with their treasure. 
 
Meanwhile, back at the inn which was now closing for the evening, a very drunk Coffee was 
visited by Istrid Horn and a couple of her bruiser colleagues: a half-orc male named Zathary 
Szidharish and a Goliath named Jeppson Mallört. She informed Coffee that the party’s “alleged” 
attacks on Gralhund Villa had put the Waterdeep City Guard on high alert for the Zhentarim 
guild, and she was forced to close down her loaning operations at the docks. An arrangement 
was made for the three to hole-up at The Manor in possible exchange for some loan forgiveness 
and a reestablishing of the underground smuggling route to Skullport. Coffee agreed to let them 
stay until the remaining members of the party returned at which time they would discuss the 
matter further. The Zhents retired to their rooms along with Ranear and Floon. Coffee, 
attempting to do the same, became dizzy and wound up running into the kitchen to puke. There 
he would remain, curled up on the floor in a puddle of his own sick, until he was awakened by 
the sound of someone or someone(s) stalking just outside the door.  
 
He pulled himself from the floor and investigated, finding the goliath and the half-orc attempting 
to lift the hatch to the basement. An expertly thrown dagger from Coffee stuck in the hatch, 
stopping their progress, and forcing them to reveal that Jeppson had been awakened by a 
glowing orb of some kind and they were convinced to follow it into the basement. Coffee eased 
their mind about it enough for them to return to their rooms and decided to head back into the 
bar where he once again vomited. Angry about the mess, he yelled for Ranear to get out of bed 
to clean up after him. Ranear eventually appeared in a short robe and Coffee broke the mop in 
half before thrusting it into this hands – threatening, as well, to thrust the other end somewhere 
if he didn’t do a good enough job. Ranear did as he was told and Coffee headed up to Ranear’s 
room to sleep off the rest of his stupor. 
 
Some time later, Coffee had a dream: he had found a beautiful jar of delicious-looking honey 
and began dipping his finger into the soft, warm wetness of its contents and eating it. Soon, his 
entire body began to feel warm – and damp – and he awoke to find that his finger had been 
placed inside a bowl of warm water and he had, in fact, urinated all over himself and the bed. 
He jumped to his feet, yelling for Ranear but no one arrived. He ripped off his pants and tried to 
leave via the door but it wouldn’t budge, forcing him to drop to the street completely nude from 
the waist down. Exposed to the waking North Ward he then tried to get in the front door but it 
had been bolted from the inside, leaving him no other choice but to break into one of the high 
windows, drawing blood from his foot. Once inside, he stormed around the inn looking for 
Ranear but couldn’t locate him, even waking his new guests and Floon to interrogate them 
about Ranear’s whereabouts. All efforts, however, proved futile. The entire Inn remained locked 
from the inside somehow and Ranear was not only missing, he had apparently taken all of his 
belongings, as well. 



 
The adventuring party returned, and received a slightly scattered report of the events that 
previous evening. Now left to their own devices, they found themselves a bit lost for options as 
to how to pursue their search for the Stone of Golorr and wondered how they were going to 
continue to manage the inn effectively. Floon was immediately promoted to manager and asked 
to handle the day’s patrons while they went looking for Ranear – a task they also asked of 
Instrid and her colleagues after discussing a possible a business arrangement that involved 
their remaining at The Manor and re-opening the smuggling route that was once run by Urstul 
Floxin.  
 
The party left the inn and stopped into Emmek Frewn’s tavern where they weren’t exactly 
welcomed with kindness. But they did run into Ygritte who had evidently taken a job there as 
crowd control after the previous rowdy incidents nearly destroyed the tavern. Before she asked 
them to leave, they offered her a job, doubling whatever Frewn was paying her. She said she 
would consider it, and they left for the Yawning Portal to see if Volo was there and if he knew 
where Ranear may have gone. They found him, but he hadn’t seen Ranear, telling them he 
could be anywhere where there was booze and women. The party briefly wondered if he had 
taken his belongings to wherever Brix and Ilian were staying but realized they didn’t know where 
that was so decided in their frustration to enter the portal for some dungeon therapy. 
 
After paying their five gold, the party were lowered the 100 feet into the dark, cold dungeon and 
began exploring, eventually finding a secret flooded room where they dove for trinkets under the 
filthy sewage water and a hall of mirrors where they battled some shadowing reflections for a 
bronze mask shaped in the visage of the notorious creator of the dungeon: the mad mage, 
Halastar Blackcloak.  
 
 
Episode 6: Having released some of their frustration over losing Renear, the party discussed 
returning to the Yawning Portal and seeking out Barnibus Blastwind to relay their findings about 
Castle Le Carte. As if by divine summons, a paper bird appeared and dropped at Sheena’s feet. 
Unfolding it revealed a map of the dungeon level in which they currently stood with a note from 
Barnibus to meet him at The Manor. The matter settled, they were raised back to the tavern 
where Volo gave them a cut of the gold he won betting on their safe and productive return. 
 
As they approached the Manor, they observed a Waterdeep Calvary griffin outside its doors, 
accompanied by Seth Crowley who gestured them inside. There, they met with Barnibus who 
asked them several questions about the castle to which they replied a muted truth. Somewhat 
satsified, Barnibus then asked if they would accompany him and Crowley to an active crime 
scene where the City Watch had cornered a pair of spined devils who may have been involved 
in a series of vagrant deaths in the city involving missing hands. He added that the party had 
been seen in the same area recently, and they agreed to join him. Sheena offered to ride the 
griffin to the scene while the others awaited carriage transportation. Once she arrived, she saw 
that one of the devils lay dead in front of a delapidated warehouse as the other fought for its life 



inside. From a distance she recognized the dead devil to be one of the ones she chased along 
the rooftops. When the other was dragged from the building, there was no doubt that these were 
the devils that escaped with the Stone of Golorr.  
 
Taking advantage of an over-cooperative Seth Crowley, Elben was given permission to lay 
hands on the dead devils and was able to receive information regarding a cloaked female 
human who appeared to run off with a few severed hands. Her description matched a 
long-thought-dead legendary thief and smuggler named The Black Viper, prompting Riff to cast 
locate object to see if she were close and still holding the Stone of Golorr. The spell paid off, 
and they were soon en route to a small section of the South Ward where the signal seemed to 
lead them. 
 
They arrived at an Old Tower that produced a few items of interest for Sheena and a locked 
door behind a circle of runes. Closer inspection revealed indentations for four hands, with three 
of them covered in blood. The group spent some time trying to open the door before cottoning to 
the Black Viper’s plan with the severed hands and using their own hands to activate the circle, 
which teleported them into a large chamber beneath the ground. They pressed forward, using 
magic words and careful investigation to navigate what they were fast learning was an ancient, 
dwarven stronghold. They eventually came upon three crumbling bridges that flanked a hall with 
a cracked mosaic. Fascinated by the mosaic, Riff got too close and the party was attacked by a 
fiercely corrosive black pudding. After a few rounds, they managed to destroy it and set their 
attention on crossing the bridges.  
 
Using a combination of ropes, immovable rods and Sheena’s natural athleticism, they managed 
to cross to one of three chambers where they discovered an anvil and a hidden hammer. Riff 
used the hammer to hit the anvil and all present were filled with great strength. Working their 
way to the first chamber proved tricky but successful and there they discovered five urns full of 
treasure. After filling their boots, they made their way to the middle chamber where they solved 
a riddle that opened a trap door. Behind it lay a spiral staircase that led down over 100 feet, and 
with each step Elben felt stronger and more at home due to his unliving condition.  
 
At the bottom of the stairs, they observed an enormous chamber full of pillars that held in its 
furthest alcove what was clearly the secret hoard of dragons. However, before they could reach 
it they were greeted by the Black Viper, who had arrived before them and used the severed 
hands to not only activate the circle but open the various doors that required a dwarven touch. 
They quarreled over who had rights to the gold but no one was going anywhere with it until its 
appointed guardian — a gold dragon in dwarven form named Aurinax who, they were informed, 
was a close friend of Dagult Neverember — could be convinced that the gold would be used for 
good. Neither the party nor the Black Viper was capable of doing so, nor could they remove 
such a large amount of gold quickly and safely, so they decided to meet later in the week while 
she investigated the cult surrounding her benefactors the Cassalanters and why such a 
powerful family was interested in the hoard.  
 



The party and the black Viper returned to the surface and parted ways, with the party more 
desparate to find Renear than ever since they were told he could make a difference in earning 
Aurinax’s trust. When they arrived back at the Manor, they were greeted with a large crowd 
gambling on pseudodragon races being held in the back, monitored by Coffee who had 
recruited the young boy who they had previously scolded for drilling holes in their establishment. 
Since gambling—especially with an endangered species—is considered highly illegal, the races 
were broken up and Coffee collected his winnings before heading for the taps and sitting with a 
strange, curly-haired patron who also seemed interested in the Manor’s more illicit potential. 
The night finished with discussion of transforming the Manor into a casino and possibly buying 
out some of the surrounding properties to expand it before the party turned in for a long rest. 
 
Early the next morning, Elben collected a delivered scroll from jurisconsult and civil law notary 
Edvard Foss expressing his gratitude for saving his family and offering to represent them into 
perpetuity, which cheered him a bit. Sharing the information with his colleagues, they then 
decided to pay Foss a visit and afterwards cash in on some of the treasure they had collected – 
but not beore using Sheena’s paper bird to send a letter to Renear, apologizing for their—mostly 
Coffee’s — behavior and promising him better treatment and a raise if he returned. After 
sending it off, they headed to Foss’ offices and discussed his pulling a few strings to aid their 
casino ambitions as well as filing a few articles of incorporation that would help firewall them 
against future legal action. From there they trekked over to Halizar’s Fine Jewels where Elben 
handed over a collection of gems to be appraised before haggling acrimoniously over some 
select gems whiched were eventually sold for 150 gold. They were also told the large diamond 
they had found had recently been stolen and Halizar himself told them to tuck it away. They 
then headed back to the North Ward to Fala Lafaliir’s Corellon’s Crown where they priced a few 
of their exotic underdark plants but decided not to sell them.  
 
Returning to the Manor they discovered the somewhat creepy, curly-haired patron still there, 
fairly buzzed up but paying his bill despite Floon’s account of his coming and going throughout 
the evening. Floon also informed them he had spotted Renear across the street, seemingly 
watching the place from a safe distance who told him he had “a few irons in the fire”. A 
conversation with a pair of elderly, female nobles from the north about possibly “renting” Sirhc 
for sexual services brought the evening to even more bizarre heights. At last, they closed the 
night by hashing it out with Istrid, paying down the remainder of their debt with their earnings. 
Shrouded by warnings that the Zhentarim would likely increase pressure on them to re-open the 
smuggling route, they agreed to arrange secret and secure passage of goods in and out of the 
Manor with Riff overseeing the building of anything that needed to be added to the existing 
structure. After shaking on a 50/50 split of smuggling profts, Istrid, the half-orc Zathary and the 
drug withdrawaling Goliath, Jeppson, departed to return the following day.  
 
Episode 7 Season Finale Recap: The Wardens retire to bed and awake the next morning with 
the decision to shop for weapons and armor, with Elben electing to stay behind.  
 



Assuming that most businesses would be concentrated in and around the Trades Ward, they 
set out exploring and come upon The Busy Hammer, a smithy located along one of the major 
thoroughfares. Inside, they are greeted by the halfling proprietor of the establishment. He 
answers their questions about buffing their equipment and they put in a number of orders to be 
picked up in roughly a tenday. From there, they head to Saern’s Fine Swords to check out the 
famous store’s pricey collection of supremely well-crafted weaponary and also make a few 
purchases. They finish their shopping errands by dropping into Aurora’s Emporium, one of 
several low-level chain enchanters well known around Waterdeep. There, they inquire about 
costs for adding a little magic to some of their items but outside of getting a few laughs from the 
name of one of the young humans working there, they leave with nothing.  
 
Meanwhile, back at the Manor, Elben manages to solve the puzzle case containing the large 
moonstone that they procured from Castle le Carte and removes it. Immediately, he feels a 
powerful internal thrum and marvels at its wondrous cycling shimmer. Brix notices the stone and 
asks to see it, but Elben refuses. She then suggests they bring it to someone she knows down 
the street who may be able to help him understand it and he agrees. She leads him to Emmek 
Frewn’s tavern and introduces him to her mother who happens to also be the acerbic barmaid. 
She says the stone is similar to those that are known to be used for holding spirits. Elben thanks 
her and offers her a job, but she says she can’t leave Frewn’s since she’s in a relationship with 
Emmek. 
 
The entire party convenes back at the Manor and a letter is delivered for Coffee from Renear. In 
it he challenges Coffee to a duel in three days time to be held at the base of the Sword’s Maiden 
statue off Wheelgond Way. The next few days involve waiting for Esvele to return, earning a 
small profit with the restaurant, strength training, item attuning, and spell learning to prepare for 
a possible dangerous bit of business come Founder’s Day. At last, the day of the duel arrives 
and they travel to the Sword’s Maiden where they see a thirty-something man waiting for them. 
He informs them that he is Jalester Silvermane, a very skilled sword instructor and that Renear 
has asked him to relay a last minute offer of concession where instead of fighting he would 
accept an apology and declare his commands. Coffee lets loose a rant of epic proportions in 
which he counter-offers with Renear “sucking his dick from the back” and it becomes clear the 
fight is on. 
 
Renear appears with newly frosted hair, wearing his elaborately adorned military academy 
uniform. As they two square up for battle, Renear charges and lets fly one of his gloves, hitting 
Coffee squarely in the face. Coffee casts duplicity and attempts a misdirect and from there the 
two trade stabs and blows until Coffee apologizes and they agree to drop their weapons. At that 
point, Renear makes his demands which are accepted and the now six Wardens of Trollskull 
return to the manor.  
 
Upon arriving, they are informed that someone dropped by from Foss’ offices and a few of the 
party make their way over to discuss their interests in starting a casino. Foss shares with them 
what he believes are the pros and cons of such an endeavor, particularly in the North Ward, 



suggesting that opening one outside of Waterdeep along Trade Way would be a better 
proposition. They also discuss buying some of the run-down real estate around the Manor to 
turn it into a home and foundation for high-risk youth. Doing so would help put distance between 
the Manor and neighboring prying eyes while sheltering some of their less savory—and 
legal—operations. The meeting adjourns with Foss agreeing to put together the required 
documents for such a venture. 
 
The afternoon crowd begins to pick up as the people of the North Ward partake in their 
traditional pre-gaming on the eve of the festival. Seated at the bar, Sheena and Coffee notice 
Esvele entering with the curly-haired creeper. She introduces him as her brother, and asks if 
there is somewhere they can talk. Sheena leads her back to the workout room and Esvele 
explains her plan to get the gold from Aurinax. She believes the best course of action would be 
to convince Aurinax that letting the Cassalanters steal the gold and then stealing it back while 
also upsetting whatever evil devil shit they’ve got going on is a good enough reason to let it go. 
Stealing it back would involve her sneaking the party into the Villa on Founder’s Day while they 
were wearing disguises, and then making their way to wherever the gold is being held. If they 
can get all, most or some of it out, at least it would remain unknown as to who took the coins.  
 
The other members of the party arrive to join the conversation and Sirhc mentions that he can 
reduce the size of whatever container might be holding the gold and with some luck cast reduce 
size twice more which would maybe give them enough time to ride an Elben-summoned steed 
back to the manor. Opinions collide like billiard balls, and in the end it is decided against 
Esvele’s better judgment to ambush the Cassalanter brigade once the gold has been brought to 
the surface – an idea that pleases Kressando who is always in favor of the more violent option. 
Esvele tells them to meet her at the tower in an hour to talk to Aurinax, and if all goes well, the 
Wardens can take their places while she leads the Cassalanter crew to the gold and into the 
trap. A short time later, a talk with a very skeptical Aurinax ensues and proves close to 
collapsing with Kressando staring down the staff held by the gold dragon that Renear informed 
them allows him to remain within the city’s borders. Fortunately for the party, Aurinax is 
convinced that at least some good will be accompished by their ambushing the caravan and he 
removes himself from their plot. 
 
Upon the hour, with the rain pouring down and the Wardens and Kressando hiding in the 
surrounding marshes, the caravan arrives with five carts, five bugbears, five thugs, one cultist 
leader and one huge, ugly troll. Nearly discovered but for the quick thinking of Coffee and 
Renear, the vault is entered and the gold is hauled up one sackful at a time as the Wardens 
watch quietly. After the fourth haul, the Wardens attack the thug drivers, dispatching them with 
ease and allowing them to take position for the next wave of the brigade. The bugbears arrive 
and the fight continues, with the Wardens eviscerating them with almost every swing. Still, word 
makes its way back down to the vault and the next wave sees the the cult leader holding Esvele 
with a knife to her throat and the giant troll ready to battle. Almost as quickly as it starts, the Troll 
is slashed to pieces by Sheena and Elben cuts the arms off of the cult leader, freeing Esvele. 



However, despite the great success of the ambush, the trip back into the vault to retrieve the 
remaining fifth of the gold fails.  
 
With the rain still teeming, the party discusses the split of the remaining 4/5ths of the gold and 
Esvele threatens to notify the Casselanters if she and her brother don’t receive the 50% they 
believe they were promised. Elben stands firm, and Esvele breaks into a run only to be caught 
by Elben on his steed. The paladin manages to convince her to chill so they can work it out 
later, and the carts of gold plus one hideous troll head are driven away from the tower and 
through the shady south ward without incident. Elben rides ahead to ask Foss where they 
should store the take, and using the rain mostly to their advantage, the rest of the party chooses 
to take The High Road back – coming upon three City Watch officers who stop Sheena in the 
front cart and inquire about what she’s hauling. Sheena—having previously sent word down the 
line for the last three carts to steer off the main road—claims ignorance to no avail but manages 
to talk her way out of the discovery of the severed troll head. Sirhc isn’t so lucky, and after 
Kressando is forced to sieze one of the Watch before he can peek under the tarp, the asimaar 
casts suggestion which compells the officer to declare that all is fine. Before the officer can 
adequately explore his declaration, the two carts make their way back to the manor and are 
eventually met by the other three. 
 
Meanwhile, Elben only manages to stir up Hanna who tells him her parents are out to dinner but 
senses his urgency and sends a paper bird to her father. Foss shows up with Ina in tow and 
tells him to store the gold in one of the surrounding buildings, mending it temporarily until other 
arrangements can be made. Elben arrives at the manor, and despite the rain the gold is 
secured. At that point the Wardens and the Rosznars retire to Sheena’s workout area and 
discuss the split. It’s agreed that Esvele and her brother will take 25% of the “earnings”, and 
Esvele tells them she will retrieve it in the morning before leaving town. Elben tries to convince 
her to stay, citing her desire to infiltrate the highest criminal element in Waterdeep as sufficient 
reason, but she is adamant about leaving, stating that once the gold fails to show up at the 
Cassalanter’s villa and all the corpses are discovered, it’s only a matter of time before they 
come looking for her. Kressando not being known to the Cassalanters means he won’t be 
hunted, and he makes a deal with the Wardens to help them generate an army of “shadow 
thieves” to protect their hides and interests. 
 
The next morning, the Wardens awake to breakfast as the streets begin to fill with festival 
revelers. Sheena decides to act as bouncer as the manor fills up with paying customers and 
notices a masked group of five staring at her. She confronts them and they leave without a 
word. However later, when Riff and Sirhc head down the dead-end alley to check on their hiding 
place for the gold, the five masked men return, cornering them. WIth just enough time to send a 
message to the others, they find themselves facing an additional threat: two Nalfeshnee – 
winged demonic boars with magical abilities and horrific bites. A bloody battle breaks out, 
hidden by the noises and hysteria of the revelry. Great damage is done by all combatants but 
eventually the Wardens are able to reduce both the cultists and the Nalfeshnee to puddles of 
bloody and tarry gore. As the demonic dust settles and the Wardens take stock, two things 



become frighteningly clear to them all: Cassalanter knows they have his gold, and they know he 
wants it back.  
 
 
Notes from the DM: Wow, with seven sessions—five of them double and two of them roughly 
double-and-a-half—under our belts one could easily say we’ve completed fifteen episodes of 
season one of an adventure that has become titled Wardens of Trollskull. Well done, 
gentlemen.  
 
I see season one as the “Prince Renear Neverember arc” where five noob adventurers answer 
and ad to rescue a beloved friend and end up rescuing their best ally and worst nightmare. 
However, during the ups and downs of their relationship with Renear, the Wardens managed to 
build a promising business and hone their adventuring skills. The arc culminates in a fiesty 
reunion, a big score, and perhaps an even bigger problem – just the kind of cliff-hanger that has 
players counting the days until the first episode of season two.  
 
We also see an addition to the Brady family marking the close of this chapter. As a 
character-creating DM, I secretly hope that we hear of a Bobby or a Cindy or even a Jan 
entering the world. Whatever the name, we welcome this new little adventurer and send 
congratulations to the brains and brawn behind our Sheena. 
 
Here’s to many sessions soon to come, and another season of Wardens of Troll Skull. If there 
were a teaser after the final scene of season one, I imagine it would be full of masked mayhem, 
angry nobles, piles of coin, and evil, fiery fiends roaring from the pits of the Abyss.  
 
Until next time, this is DM Norton saying “keep studying your features and traits, and start 
saving up for your spell components”. 
 
And no, we’re not leveling up yet. ;-)~ 


